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Abstract

We discuss fault equivalence and dominance relations
for multiple output combinational circuits. The conven-
tional definition for equivalence says that “Two faults are
equivalent if and only if the corresponding faulty circuits
have identical output functions”. This definition, which is
based on indistinguishability of the faults, is extended for
multiple output circuits as “Two faults of a Boolean circuit
are equivalent if and only if the pair of the output functions
is identical at each output of the circuit”. This is termed as
diagnostic equivalence in this paper. “If all tests that detect
a fault also detect another fault, not necessarily on the same
output, then the two faults are called detection equivalent”.
Two detection equivalent faults need not be indistinguish-
able. The definitions for fault dominance follow on similar
lines. A novel algorithm based on redundancy identification
has been proposed to find the equivalence and dominance
collapsed sets based on diagnostic and detection collaps-
ing. Applying the algorithm to a 4-bit ALU would collapse
the total fault set of 502 faults to 253 and 155, respectively,
according to diagnostic equivalence and dominance. The
collapsed sets have 234 and 92 faults, respectively, for de-
tection equivalence and dominance. In comparison, the tra-
ditional structural equivalence and dominance collapsing
results in 301 and 248 faults, respectively. Finally, we use
library-based functional collapsing in a hierarchical system
and find that smaller fault sets are obtained with an order
of magnitude reduction in CPU time for very large circuits.

1. Introduction

The classical definition of equivalence says, “two faults
are equivalent if and only if the corresponding faulty cir-
cuits have identical output functions”. Equivalent faults
are indistinguishable because they cannot be isolated from
each other at the primary outputs by any input vector. Fault
equivalence can be classified as structural equivalence and
functional equivalence. Structural equivalence is identifi-
able from the circuit graph or structure. For example, all
single stuck-at-1 (s-a-1) faults on the inputs and output of
an OR gate are structurally equivalent. Functional equiva-
lences involve circuits consisting of multiple gates.

Another form of collapsing that can further reduce the
fault set size is dominance fault collapsing. A fault, all of
whose tests detect some other fault, is said to be dominated
by the other fault. For an OR gate, the output stuck-at-0
(s-a-0) fault dominates a single s-a-0 fault on any input. In
the equivalence collapsed set, when a fault is not detected,
the status of the entire set of faults that is equivalent to it
is known. Such is not the case in the dominance collapsed
set [10]. Still there are advantages of using the latter for
ATPG. Structural fault collapsing alone can reduce the fault
set size to about 40 to 60% of all faults. Most ATPG pro-
grams use only structural equivalence fault collapsing. The
Fastest program, developed at the University of Wisconsin,
can do both equivalence and dominance fault collapsing, but
it does only structural collapsing [19].

In Section 2, we discuss the background and previous
contributions to fault collapsing. In Section 3, the conven-
tional definitions of equivalence and dominance are ana-
lyzed with special attention to multiple output circuits. In
Section 4, a redundancy based technique has been proposed
to find the dominance relations between faults. The results
are discussed in Section 5. An application of the new func-
tional collapsing algorithm is demonstrated for large cir-
cuits using hierarchical collapsing [15, 29].

2. Background

We use a graph model described in the literature [5, 29].
The fault equivalence and dominance relations are repre-
sented by a directed graph. In this graph each fault is rep-
resented by a node. If fault f1 dominates fault f2 then this
is represented by a directed edge from node f2 to f1. This
edge indicates that any test for f2 must detect f1. Clearly,
the presence of edges f1 → f2 and f2 → f1 indicates that
the two faults f1 and f2 are equivalent. Fault dominance
graph, or simply a dominance graph, represents the domi-
nance relations among the faults of a circuit.

Figure 1 shows the dominance graph for all faults of an
OR gate. The subscript fault notation has been used, that
is, a0 means that the fault is on line named ‘a’ and is s-
a-0. The dominance graph is conveniently represented by
its dominance matrix shown in Table 1. A 1 entry at the
intersection of a row and a column means that the fault cor-
responding to the column dominates the fault corresponding
to the row. For example, the 1 in the second row and the last
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Figure 1. Dominance graph of an OR gate.

Table 1. Dominance matrix of OR gate.
a0 a1 b0 b1 c0 c1

a0 1 0 0 0 1 0
a1 0 1 0 1 0 1
b0 0 0 1 0 1 0
b1 0 1 0 1 0 1
c0 0 0 0 0 1 0
c1 0 1 0 1 0 1

column indicates that c1 dominates a1. Equivalence of two
faults is expressed by two 1’s placed at both intersections of
the rows and columns of those faults. Since there is also a 1
in the last row and second column indicating that a1 dom-
inates c1, it can be said that a1 and c1 are equivalent. This
dominance matrix is used in the algorithm of Section 4.1 to
represent all the dominance relations between the faults.

2.1. Functional Collapsing

Though the above dominance relations are generally
called structural, the dominance matrix can also include
the relations between the functionally collapsible faults. It
should be noted that the functional fault collapsing inher-
ently includes structural collapsing.

2.1.1 Functional Equivalence

For an input vector, V , to be a test for a fault, we have [3]

F0(V ) ⊕ F1(V ) = 1 (1)

where F0 is the fault-free function and F1 is the faulty func-
tion, respectively. Consider a second fault that produces
a faulty function F2. According to the definition of fault
equivalence, two equivalent faults have exactly the same
tests. Therefore, for two faults to be equivalent, we have

[F0(V ) ⊕ F1(V )] ⊕ [F0(V ) ⊕ F2(V )] = 0 (2)

⇒ F1(V ) ⊕ F2(V ) = 0 (3)

which means that the two faulty functions are identical.
These equations are functionally depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Two ways to view fault equivalence.
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Figure 3. Viewing fault dominance.

2.1.2 Functional Dominance

If a fault f1, with faulty function F1, dominates another
fault f2, with faulty function F2, then the two faults are
functionally equivalent for the input vector set that tests the
fault f2, i.e., all tests of f2 satisfy Equation 3. Let vector V
detect f2, so it must satisfy the following equation

F0(V ) ⊕ F2(V ) = 1 (4)

Since f1 dominates f2, any vector that satisfies Equation 4
must satisfy Equation 1. Also, by contra-positive law, any
vector that does not satisfy Equation 1 must not satisfy
Equation 4. These conditions are combined in Equation 5
that must be satisfied by all input vectors.

[F0(V ) ⊕ F2(V )] ⊕ [F0(V ) ⊕ F1(V )] = 0 (5)

This relation, as shown in Figure 3, was explained in the
paper by Agrawal et al. [3].

2.2. Previous Work

There has been considerable work in the area of fault
collapsing. Several authors [12, 14, 16, 20, 23, 30, 32]
concentrate on finding the fault equivalences, while oth-
ers [3, 21, 29] deal with fault dominance relations. Re-
cent papers also give methods to find fault equivalences
using ATPG [14, 32] and simulation [7]. Fault equiv-
alence identification can be based on redundancy infor-
mation [8], and hence test generation can prove equiva-
lence [16]. There are techniques to find the relations be-
tween the faults on a fan-out stem, its branches and the re-
convergent points [2, 22, 25, 31].

Consider the full adder circuit as shown in Figure 4. This
circuit has a total of 60 faults, the structural equivalent col-
lapsed set has 38 faults and the structural dominance set
has 30 faults. As reported in [3], the functional equivalence
collapsing leads to 26 faults, while functional dominance
collapsing resulted in a fault set of 14 (further reducible to
12).
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Figure 4. A full adder circuit.

3. Definitions

We first quote the conventional definitions of equiva-
lence and dominance [1, 10] and then extend them to mul-
tiple output circuits.

Definition 1: Fault Equivalence - Two faults of a
Boolean circuit are equivalent if and only if faulty functions
are identical at each output of the circuit.

Definition 2: Fault Dominance - A fault fi is said to
dominate fault fj if (a) the set of all vectors that detects
fault fj is a subset of all vectors that detects fault fi and (b)
each vector that detects fj implies identical values at the
corresponding outputs of faulty versions of the circuit [18,
27].
This definition has been later modified as, “A fault fi is said
to dominate fault fj if the faults are equivalent with respect
to the test set of fault fj [1, 10].”
These definitions are extended for possible interpretations
for multiple output circuits.

Definition 3: Diagnostic equivalence - Two faults of a
Boolean circuit are called equivalent if and only if the pair
of the output functions is identical at each output of the cir-
cuit.
This definition of equivalence, which is identical to Defini-
tion 1, implies indistinguishability of two faults.

Definition 4: Detection equivalence - Two faults are
called detection equivalent if and only if all tests that de-
tect one fault also detect the other fault, not necessarily at
the same output.
Two detectable faults that are diagnostic equivalent are also
detection equivalent. Faults that are detection equivalent
need not be indistinguishable. Typically, a test vector gen-
eration process involves fault simulation and the faults that
get detected by a test vector are dropped. Inherently, the
fault simulation uses detection relations, while it is often
incorrectly believed to be functional (diagnostic) relation.
This observation motivated the work presented in this pa-
per.

Definition 5: Diagnostic dominance - If all tests of a
fault f1 detect another fault f2 on the exact same outputs
where f1 was detected, then f2 is said to dominate f1.

Definition 6: Detection dominance - If all tests of a fault
f1 detect another fault f2, irrespective of the output where
f1 was detected, then f2 is said to detection dominate f1.
This detection dominance is same as the test covering rela-
tion proposed by Abramovici et al. [2] or test implication
proposed by To [31]. The detection equivalence is referred
to as test equivalence by Lioy [22] and To [31]. Like equiv-
alence, diagnostic dominance between two detectable faults
also implies detection dominance. We note that Definitions
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Figure 5. Identifying functional dominance.

3 and 5 (diagnostic type) are identical to Definitions 1 and
2 that are often discussed in the literature.

4. A New Result on Functional Dominance

Finding functional dominances using the implementa-
tion as shown in Figure 3 is a computationally expensive
procedure. This is because we need to implement it for all
the permutations of faults taken two at a time. A modified
and less expensive scheme is shown in Figure 5 where, ini-
tially all the three blocks are the fault free copies of the cir-
cuit with function F0. Consider a non-redundant fault, say
x1, and introduce it in the bottom block whose function is
now designated as F1. Consider another fault, say y0, which
is dominated by x1 in the given circuit. Whenever y0 in the
top block is activated and propagated to the AND gate, it is
blocked by the output of the XOR gate (a logic 1), because
fault x1 is also detectable when y0 is detected. So, all faults
that are dominated by x1 in the given circuit are redundant
in the top block. In a single iteration of the ATPG, we will
find all faults that are dominated by the fault introduced in
block F1. A redundant fault in the given circuit (stand-alone
F0) will appear to be dominated, in Figure 5, by any fault
introduced in bottom block. While that is a correct conclu-
sion, without elaborating on the reasons, we consider only
non-redundant faults in the given circuit.

In the implementation of Figure 3, the ATPG is run
n(n−1) times, n being the number of non-redundant faults
in the circuit, and in each run of ATPG, we test the redun-
dancy of one fault. Using the scheme in Figure 5, the ATPG
is run n times and in each run, we carry out the redundancy
test for n − 1 faults. The algorithm used for functional col-
lapsing is as follows:

4.1. Algorithm

1. Select a non-redundant fault from the given circuit and
build the circuit as shown in Figure 5 with the fault
introduced in the bottom block whose function is F1.

2. Check for redundant faults in the top block F0.
3. For each redundant fault found in step 2, a 1 is placed

in the dominance matrix at the intersection of the row
corresponding to the redundant fault and the column
corresponding to the fault in the bottom block. Thus,
we obtain all values of a column of the dominance
matrix in a single iteration.

4. Go to step 1 until there is no non-redundant fault left.
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Figure 6. Schemes for collapsing faults with
a) diagnostic and b) detection criteria.

5. At the end of the algorithm, we get the dominance ma-
trix with all functional dominance relations included.

6. Transitive closure of the dominance matrix is com-
puted, which is then reduced using the algorithm
equivalence of Prasad et al. [29]. This reduced
matrix consists of the dominance relations within an
equivalence collapsed set of faults.

7. If dominance collapsing is required, then the reduced
matrix of the previous step is further reduced according
to algorithm dominance of Prasad et al. [29].

The scheme of Figure 5 is for a single-output circuit. For
a circuit with multiple outputs, the scheme of Figure 6 is
used. It illustrates a case of two outputs and the general-
ization for more than two outputs is straightforward. The
scheme of Figure 6(a) conforms to the diagnostic collaps-
ing as given by Definitions 3 and 5 of Section 3, while that
of Figure 6(b) does detection collapsing. It should be noted
that the scheme of Figure 6(b) ensures that a test vector
which detects the dominating fault on an output line blocks
all AND gates because of the additional OR gate, unlike
in Figure 6(a). This causes more redundancies and thereby
more dominance relations between faults, that is, more 1’s
in the dominance matrix. Hence, the fault set obtained us-
ing detection dominance will be much smaller than that ob-
tained for diagnostic dominance for multiple output circuits.

Consider the full adder circuit shown in Figure 4. Di-
agnostic dominance collapsing results in a set of 12 faults
while detection dominance yields a set of 6 faults, which is
the smallest set among all the reported results to date.

5. Results

We first present four example circuits for illustration.
The smallest is a simple XOR function implemented with
four NAND gates and the largest is the 4-bit ALU circuit
(74181). The results according to the definitions of diag-
nostic and detection collapsing of Section 3 are tabulated
in Table 2. These results are compared with the structural
equivalence collapsed set obtained using Hitec [26] and
Fastest [19], and the structural dominance collapsed set ob-
tained by Fastest [19]. The column “Functional [3]” has the

values obtained using a hierarchical fault collapsing tech-
nique [3]. The XOR gates of the ALU circuit are replaced
with four NAND gate implementation. The collapse ratio of
each collapsed set is shown by the accompanying fraction
in parenthesis. The collapse ratio is defined as the relative
size of collapsed set with respect to set of all faults [10].

For the 8-bit adder, the previous best result is reported
by Agrawal et al. [3]. Their hierarchical collapsing tech-
nique resulted in the collapsed set of 112 faults (collapse
ratio 0.24) while the implementation described in this pa-
per leads to a set of 48 faults (collapse ratio 0.10), a reduc-
tion of over 50%. This result is for detection dominance.
The diagnostic dominance for multiple outputs results in a
collapse ratio of 0.21, which still is smaller than that previ-
ously reported [3]. The dominances that are missed by the
hierarchical collapsing technique of [3] are the functional
dominances between the faults of different logic cells that
cannot be found using the transitive closure of the domi-
nance graph. Based on our experience, the collapsing using
the detection dominance leads to collapse ratios in the range
of 0.10-0.20. The paper by Agrawal et al. [4] achieves a
collapse ratio of about 25%.

From Table 2, we see that the fault set of the full adder
is collapsed to a set of 26 faults according to the diagnos-
tic equivalence collapsing. There are three more equiva-
lences which are found using detection equivalence collaps-
ing. These faults, in the subscripted fault notation, are j0
collapsed with k1, q1 collapsed with u1, and z0 collapsed
with w1. The lines in the full adder are named as shown
in Figure 4. The fault q1 which is detected at the output
line Cout by vectors 100 and 010, applied to inputs A, B,
Cin, is considered as detection equivalent with u1 which is
detected by the same vectors at the output Sum.

The ATPG used for collapsing algorithms is
Hitec/Proofs [26]. There were some aborted faults
while checking for redundancies in step 4 of the Algorithm
in Section 4.1. Had these aborted faults been treated as
redundant we would have inserted additional 1’s in the
dominance matrix resulting in a smaller, though possibly
erroneous, collapsed set. So, the results in Table 2 may
not represent the smallest possible collapsed set. This is
the reason why the diagnostic and detection equivalence
collapsed sets of 8-bit adder are the same while the corre-
sponding full adder collapsed set sizes are different. When
no fault is aborted, using a better ATPG, the algorithms
would result in the minimal collapsed fault set. But this
should not be considered a problem since the use of this
algorithm is recommended only for smaller circuits, where
we would not have any aborted faults.

The results obtained with the algorithms have been ver-
ified as described below. A test generator is run to derive
test vectors for the fault sets obtained from our algorithms.
Then a fault simulator is used to determine whether the test
vectors detect all faults of the circuit except the redundant
ones. The Gentest ATPG [11] is used for this purpose and
the number of test vectors with default options on Gentest
is tabulated in Table 3. The test vectors are compared with
the test vectors required for the structural equivalence col-
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Table 2. Comparison of fault collapsing results.
Number of collapsed faults (Collapse Ratio)

Circuit All Structural Functional Functional collapsing - New results
name faults [19, 26] [3] Diagnostic criterion Detection criterion

Equiv. Dom. Equiv. Dom. Equiv. Dom. Equiv. Dom.
XOR 24 16 13 10 4 10 4 10 4

(0.67) (0.54) (0.42) (0.17) (0.42) (0.17) (0.42) (0.17)
Full 60 38 30 26 14 26 12 23 6

Adder (0.63) (0.50) (0.43) (0.23) (0.43) (0.20) (0.38) (0.10)
8-bit 466 290 226 194 112 194 96 194 48

Adder (0.62) (0.49) (0.42) (0.24) (0.42) (0.21) (0.42) (0.10)
ALU 502 301 248 – – 253 155 234 92

(74181) (0.6) (0.49) (0.5) (0.31) (0.47) (0.18)

Table 3. Comparison of the test vectors.
No. of test vectors (no. of target faults)

Circuit Structural Functional
name Equiv. Dom. Diagnostic Detection

Dom. Dom.
Full Adder 6 (38) 6 (30) 7 (12) 6 (6)
8-bit Adder 33 (290) 28 (226) 32 (96) 28 (48)

ALU 44 (293) 44 (240) 39 (147) 38 (84)

lapsed [26] and dominance collapsed [19] sets. Accompa-
nying each entry of the test vectors, the value in parenthesis
is the number of the target faults provided to the test gener-
ator. The target faults are different from that in Table 2 in
case of ALU, because there were 8 redundant faults which
are not considered here. Though there is a reduction in the
number of test vectors for ALU, we still have a long way
to go because the minimum number of test vectors to detect
all the faults is only 12 [6]. It has been observed through
experiments that the number of test vectors is dependent on
the fault order and the selection of a test vector from among
many vectors that detect a target fault.

5.1. Hierarchical Fault Collapsing

The redundancy-based algorithms of this paper should
be used only with smaller circuits, because the time taken
to compute the collapsed set increases exponentially as the
circuit size grows. The collapsing results with ALU have
been included just for demonstration. The collapsing tech-
niques described in this paper can be used with hierarchical
fault collapsing [15, 29]. The collapsed sets of smaller cir-
cuits like multiplexer, half-adder, xor, full-adder, etc., can
be saved as library information. This information can then
be used to collapse faults in larger circuits consisting of the
library elements. The collapsed set of the larger circuit can
again be saved for use at the next higher level of hierar-
chy. It should be noted that we can use detection collapsing
only for the sub-circuits, whose outputs are all primary out-
puts. This technique has been demonstrated by collapsing
different sized ripple carry adders and the results are tabu-
lated in Table 4. All adders in the Hierarchical column are
the circuits described hierarchically using a full adder. The
column Functional is diagnostic equivalence collapsing set

Table 4. Hierarchical fault Collapsing.
No. of collapsed faults

Circuit All Flattened Hierarchical
name faults (Structural) (Functional)

Equiv. CPU s Equiv. CPU s
Full Adder 60 38 0.01 26 0.01

8-bit 466 290 0.02 194 0.03
16-bit 930 578 0.03 386 0.04
32-bit 1858 1154 0.08 770 0.08
64-bit 3714 2306 0.2 1538 0.1
128-bit 7426 4610 0.7 3074 0.2
256-bit 14850 9218 2.6 6146 0.5
512-bit 29698 18434 10.4 12290 1.3
1024-bit 59394 36866 44.8 24578 4.2
2048-bit 118786 73730 188.1 49154 13.6

size and is compared with structural equivalence collaps-
ing set obtained from the flattened circuit. Our collapsing
program uses the update for computing transitive closure as
described by Dave et al. [13]. The CPU times reported in
both cases are those of the same program so that we can
make a better comparison for the two collapsing methods.
The time reported in seconds is clocked on a 360MHz Sun
UltraSparc 5 10 machine with 128MB memory. The same
program provides a dominance collapsing option and for a
64-bit adder, the collapsed set has 768 faults, a collapse ratio
of 20.67%. This collapsing technique can be used for any
circuit that can be described hierarchically to obtain better
collapse ratios in lesser time than that required for a flat-
tened circuit. The CPU times for the flattened circuits are
also for our program and these are either similar to or better
than those for other available programs [19, 26].

6. Conclusion

The structural collapsing techniques generally yield a
collapse ratio of about 50%. When the detection dominance
collapsing is used, the collapse ratio drops to the range of
10 to 20%. The fault set sizes obtained using the presented
algorithm are considerably smaller than the previously re-
ported results. The advantage of such a small collapse ratio
may be in the reduction of the fault simulation effort and in
the number of test vectors, though it is not clearly reflected
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in Table 3. There are methods [9, 28] that aim at obtaining,
though do not guarantee, the smallest vector set to detect a
given fault set. The number of test vectors when compared
to the lower bound given by a method due to Akers and Kr-
ishnamurthy [6] indicates that further reduction is possible.
Care is needed in using dominance collapsed set since there
can be instances where the dominated fault is redundant and
the dominating fault (not included in the collapsed set) is
testable. For fault diagnosis, we can only use the diagnostic
equivalence collapsed set.

We have used an ATPG to find redundancies. There are
recent methods [13, 17, 24] of redundancy identification,
not based on ATPG but using non-exhaustive search, that
are less time consuming. Their use may provide trade off
between the CPU time efficiency of the algorithms and the
smallest possible collapsed set found.
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